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ADDENDUM
Number: THREE
This Addendum is issued in accordance with the provisions of "The General Conditions of the
Contract for Construction," Article 1, " Contract Documents " and becomes a part of the Contract
Documents as provided therein. This Addendum includes:
A.

Addendum Pages:

B.

Attachments:

ADD3-1 through ADD3-1

Questions & Answers

PART 1 - BIDDING & CONTRACT REQUIREMENTS
1.01

n.a.

PART 2 - SPECIFICATIONS
2.01

n.a.

PART 3 - DRAWINGS
3.01

n.a.

ADD 1-1
Please acknowledge receipt of Addendum No. 1 on bid form.

as prepared by MMS-A/E, Inc.

QUESTION AND ANSWERS:
Q1.

Can Abbell International’s elevator equipment be used in this project?

A1.

Abbell International’s request for substitution is not approved and elevator equipment by Abbell
International shall not be used for submission of a Bid on this Project.

Q2.

Shown on the drawings are steel lintels. Should we use what is listed (3 ½” x 8’ x ¼”) or will this
need to be a steel angle or weld a stiffener to the center and notch the block? Please advise.

A2.

Follow the lintel schedule on A601, utilizing the precast concrete lintels in lieu of the steel lintels
on the drawings.

Q3.

The specifications indicate “Fire Protection Division‐21” is not used, however the prints indicate
that there is sprinkler work due to the new architectural layout. Could you please clarify this
scope of work?

A3.

There is no new Fire Protection needed. This was a cover all for unforeseen conditions.
Correction: There will need to be fire sprinkler work done on each floor, branching off of the 2
½” main, passing through the 4” block wall and dropping down into the lobby with a new
sprinkler head. The third floor will need to have additional drywall demo, patching, and painting
done to access the fire main. The entire bulkhead will need to be repainted so the color is
consistent throughout.

